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Because Majorana zero modes store quantum information nonlocally, they are protected from noise, and
have been proposed as a building block for a quantum computer. We show how to use the same protection
from noise to implement universal fermionic quantum computation. Our architecture requires only two
Majorana modes to encode a fermionic quantum degree of freedom, compared to alternative implemen-
tations which require a minimum of four Majorana modes for a spin quantum degree of freedom. The
fermionic degrees of freedom support both unitary coupled cluster variational quantum eigensolver and
quantum phase estimation algorithms, proposed for quantum chemistry simulations. Because we avoid the
Jordan-Wigner transformation, our scheme has a lower overhead for implementing both of these
algorithms, allowing for simulation of the Trotterized Hubbard Hamiltonian in Oð1Þ time per unitary
step. We finally demonstrate magic state distillation in our fermionic architecture, giving a universal set of
topologically protected fermionic quantum gates.
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Particle exchange statistics is a fundamental quantum
property that distinguishes commuting spin or qubit
degrees of freedom from anticommuting fermions, despite
single particles in both systems only having two quantum
states. Different exchange statistics cause a different set of
Hamiltonian terms to be local, or even physically possible.
For example, although it is Hermitian, the linear super-
position of a fermionic creation and annihilation operator
cþ c† never occurs as a Hamiltonian term in nature due to
violating fermion parity conservation, while spin systems
have no such restrictions. Despite these differences, it is
possible to simulate fermions using qubits and vice versa
[1]. Such simulation necessarily incurs overhead because of
the need to transform local fermion operators into nonlocal
qubit ones by using, for example, the Jordan-Wigner
transformation. Because quantum simulation of the elec-
tronic structure of molecules is a promising application of
quantum computation [2], much recent work focused
on minimizing this overhead of simulating fermionic
Hamiltonians with qubits [3–5].
Majorana zero modes (also Majorana modes or just
Majoranas) are non-Abelian particles, with two Majoranas
combining to form a single fermion (see, e.g., Refs. [6–8]
for a review). Spatially separating two Majoranas protects
this fermionic degree of freedom, and provides a natural
implementation of a topological quantum computer [9,10].
Conservation of fermion parity prevents creating a super-
position between the two different parity states of two
Majoranas. Therfore, most of the existing proposals com-
bine 4 Majoranas with a fixed fermion parity into a
single qubit.
Fermionic quantum computation [1] was so far not
actively pursued because of the lack of known ways to
protect fermionic degrees of freedom from dephasing. We
observe that Majoranas naturally offer this protection,
while in addition providing a platform for implementing
quantum chemistry algorithms. We therefore show that for
the problem of simulating fermionic systems on a Majorana
quantum computing architecture, it is both possible and
preferable to use fermions composed from pairs of
Majoranas instead of further combining pairs of these
fermions to form single qubits. Formulating fermionic
quantum simulation algorithms in terms of fermions
imposes the fermion parity conservation at the hardware
level, and prohibits a large class of errors bringing the
simulator out of the physical subspace. Furthermore, work-
ing natively with fermions, we remove the need for the
Jordan-Wigner (or related) transformation to map a fer-
mionic problem to a spin system. When simulating a
typical quantum chemistry Hamiltonian, our approach
results in a more dense encoding of the computational
degrees of freedom. A lower requirement on the amount of
needed Majorana states makes our approach a relevant goal
for initial experiments that focus on small circuits without
error correction. The benefit from using fermionic degrees
of freedom becomes more important in simulating local
fermionic Hamiltonians, such as the Hubbard model,
allowing the simulation of unitary time evolution in
Oð1Þ time per Trotter step, and further reducing the cost
of pre-error-correction quantum simulation [11]. Finally,
we show how to apply the known magic state distillation
protocol in fermionic quantum computation. Combined
with the recent realization of the fermionic error correction
[12] this provides a fault-tolerant fermionic quantum
computer.
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Our approach relies on the known set of ingredients to
perform universal operations with Majorana states [13]:
controllable Josephson junctions, direct Majorana cou-
pling, and Coulomb energy. A possible architecture imple-
menting a Majorana-based fermionic quantum processor is
shown in Fig. 1. Because our system cannot be separated
into blocks with a fixed fermion parity, the protection of the
quantum degrees of freedom is only possible if different
parts of the system are connected to a common super-
conducting ground [14]. Turning off some of the Josephson
junctions (these may be either flux-controlled SQUIDs or
gate controlled [16,17]) then isolates a part of the system,





that couples all the Majorana modes γi belonging to the
isolated part of the system with the charging energy EC. An
example of such coupling acting on 8 Majorana modes is
shown by a red box in Fig. 1. Finally, gate-controlled T
junctions exert the interaction
HM ¼ iEMγjγk; ð2Þ
on any two Majorana modes coupled by a T junction, with
EM the Majorana coupling energy.
Controllable pairwise interactions between Majorana
modes [20,21] or two-Majorana parity measurements
[22] allow the implementation of braiding, while the joint
readout of the fermionic parity of more than 2 Majorana
modes generates the rest of the Clifford group [13]. Finally,
a diabatic pulse of a two-Majorana coupling implements an
unprotected phase gate eθγiγj . We summarize these elemen-
tary gates that serve as a basis of our protocol in Table I.
This gate set is computationally universal within a fixed
fermion parity sector [1].
The above gate set is sufficient to construct circuits for
time evolution, quantumphase estimation (QPE), and a vari-
ational quantum eigensolver—the unitary coupled cluster
ansatz (UCC). Most fermionic systems have Hamiltonians












Here, f̂†i (f̂i) is the creation (annihilation) operator for an









FIG. 1. Top: a 1D implementation of a Majorana circuit.
Majoranas (blue dots) occur at either the edge of a nanowire
(black line) or as it crosses the boundary of a superconductor
(green). Josephson junctions (red crossed lines) connect super-
conducting islands to a common base, allowing for parallel joint
parity measurements. Fully tunable T junctions (valve symbols)
allow for a computational Majorana to be shifted from one end of
any coupled set of itself and two braiding ancillas (prepared in a
known state) to another end. Bottom: an implementation of a
weight-four Majorana rotation [Eq. (6)] using the labeled qubits
in the design. The operation of individual circuit elements is listed
in Table I. The highlighted parity measurement is performed by
isolating the highlighted area of the architecture via tunable
Josephson junctions, and measuring the total charge parity. This
requires a separate preparation of the Majoranas γa0 and γ
b
0
(dashed red box) in the iγa0γ
b
0 ¼ 1 state (which is also required
to use these as spare sites for braiding).
TABLE I. Basic circuit elements we allow in our computation
scheme. The above is sufficient to generate universal quantum
computation in the single-parity sector. Computational degrees of
freedom are formed by two Majoranas, and are therefore
represented as a double line. Preparation, braiding, and meas-
urement gates are assumed to be topologically protected. The
RzðθÞ rotation is not topologically protected, but may be distilled
via our magic state distillation protocol. The measurement
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Time evolution is performed by applying the Trotter









and thus requires consecutive application of the unitary
operators eθγiγj and eiθγiγjγkγl . We therefore introduce the









that forms the basis of all the algorithms we consider.
A Majorana rotation may be performed using a generic
circuit with an additional four-Majorana ancilla qubit. To
demonstrate, the circuit of Fig. 1 applies a Majorana
rotation eiθγiγjγkγl . The same scheme implements weight-
two Majorana rotations by removing Majoranas γk and γl,
and higher weight-2N Majorana rotations by adding
2N − 4 more Majoranas to the correlated parity check
and conditional final braiding. The ancillary Majoranas γa0
and γb0 used for the braiding begin in the parity eigenstate
iγa0γ
b





0γ2γ1 (implemented by isolating the circled
superconducting islands in Fig. 1) therefore reduces to
the six-Majorana measurement highlighted in the circuit.
The unprotected rotation by the angle α ¼ θ þ ðπ=2Þ both
corrects an unwanted phase from the braiding of γ2 and γ3,
and applies the non-Clifford rotation by θ.
Quantum phase estimation requires the unitary evolution
of a state (prepared across a set of system qubits) condi-
tional on a set of ancilla qubits, which then have the
eigenphases of the unitary operator encoded upon them
[27]. For the purposes of simulating quantum chemistry, a
common choice of this operator is the time evolution
operator, approximated by the Trotter expansion. In
Ref. [28], we show how to encode the ancilla qubit
nonlocally across an array of fermions, each of those
controlling the unitary evolution of a local Hamiltonian
term. This reduces the requirements for QPE to consecutive
operations of weight-four and weight-six Majorana rota-
tions, with two Majoranas in each rotation belonging to an
ancilla fermion. In Ref. [28] we show how this circuit is
used to execute a single Trotter step for a fully connected
fourth-order Hamiltonian in OðN3Þ time.
Variational quantum eigensolvers prepare a trial state
jψðθ⃗Þi from a circuit depending on a set of variational
parameters θ⃗, which are then tuned to minimize the energy
hψðθ⃗ÞjHjψðθ⃗Þi [29]. One example of such an ansatz is the
UCC-2, which uses the exponential of the second order
expansion of the cluster operator:














After Trotterizing, this requires only weight-two or -four
Majorana rotations to prepare.
When the Hamiltonian contains a small fraction of all
possible second- or fourth-order terms, the lack of Jordan-
Wigner strings gives our fermionic architecture an advan-
tage over qubit-based implementations. As an example, we












Here σ is a spin index, and the first sum goes over the
pairs of nearest neighbor lattice sites, while t, μ, and U
are the model parameters [30]. Rewriting the Hubbard




































This gives in total 11 terms per site i that need to be
simulated for quantum phase estimation or unitary time
evolution. In Fig. 2 we show a 2D architecture that
(a)
(b)
FIG. 2. A 2D Majorana architecture to implement the Hubbard
model on a square lattice. (a) A schematic description of the
initial layout of the fermions (each of which is made of two
Majoranas). Lines denote fermions separated by ancilla Major-
anas only. Our scheme groups the 11 Trotter steps into three
stages as numbered, which are performed in series. (b) A physical
architecture to support the schematic of (a). Wires on super-
conducting islands and T-junction symbols from Fig. 1 have been
removed to prevent cluttering; it is still assumed that all T
junctions are fully tunable. Majoranas are colored according to
their designation; blue for system fermions, red for control
ancillas, and white for braiding and phase ancillas. An example
spin-1=2 fermion supported on four Majoranas (the minimum
possible) is matched to (a).
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implements parallel application of Trotter steps across the
entire lattice. For unitary evolution, this scheme is 33%
dense, with 12 Majoranas used per site with 2 fermions. For
parallel QPE we use an additional ancilla per site (follow-
ing Ref. [28]), making the scheme 50% dense. We detail the
computation scheme for QPE in Ref. [28], achieving a
Oð1Þ circuit depth per controlled unitary evolution step.
This should be compared first to the OðN1=2Þ circuit depth
in the case of a qubit implementation via a parallelized
Jordan-Wigner transformation [31]. This circuit depth can
be reduced to O½logðNÞ if the Bravyi-Kitaev transforma-
tion [1] is used instead, but at the cost of requiring dense
qubit connectivity. Separate encodings [32,33] also exist to
reduce the circuit depth to Oð1Þ, at a cost of doubling the
required number of qubits. It is likewise possible to achieve
a similar Oð1Þ circuit depth, assuming the ability to couple
a global resonator to every qubit in a superconducting
architecture [34].
The required ingredient for universal fermionic quantum
computation—aMajorana rotation by an arbitrary angle θ—
is most simply implemented using an unprotected coupling
between two Majoranas. In a scalable architecture this gate
needs to have increasingly higher fidelity so that it may be
applied an arbitrary number of times without failure. In
Fig. 3 we develop a high fidelityMajorana rotation using the
magic state distillation protocol of Ref. [35] to perform
fermionic gates. In this procedure, we generate 5 low-
fidelity jTi ¼ cosðβÞj0i þ eiπ=4 sinðβÞj1i states [cosð2βÞ ¼
ð1= ffiffiffi3p Þ] on four-Majorana qubits, then combine them to
obtain a single higher fidelity jTi state on a qubit (assuming
topologically protected Clifford gates). We then use an
average of 3 distilled jTi states to perform a θ ¼ ðπ=12Þ
Majorana rotation. On average, this procedure requires 15
noisy jTi states, 225 braidings, and 66 measurements. We
furthermore use 20Majoranas to make the 5 noisy jTi qubit
states, due to the jTi state of a single fermion breaking parity
conservation.
The three sources of passive errors in our circuit are
fermion parity switches due to nonequilibrium quasipar-
ticles, residual Coulomb coupling in the state where the
islands are connected to the ground, and the coupling due to
Majorana wave function overlap. These errors also influ-
ence other proposals for Majorana-based quantum compu-
tation [13]; however, proposals relying on the Coulomb
blockade [15,36] are not sensitive to dephasing due
the residual Coulomb coupling. The residual Coulomb
coupling decays exponentially with the strength of the
Josephson junction connecting the superconducting island
to the ground [13], and results in dephasing time of ∼10 ms
for EC ¼ EJ=100 ¼ 1 meV. The coupling due to the
Majorana overlap likewise decays exponentially with the
spatial separation of Majorana states, reaching ∼100 ms for
sufficiently large devices [37]. The typical frequency scale
of the fermion parity switches depends strongly on the
choice of the superconductor, and is currently unknown for
Majorana devices.
In summary, we have demonstrated a Majorana-based
scheme for fermionic quantum computation. We then
adapted this scheme to simulate interacting fermionic
Hamiltonians using both the QPE and VQE algorithms,
and modified it to simulate the Hubbard model using a
constant-depth circuit per time-evolution step. While our
fermionic scheme has advantages compared to using
qubits, finding optimal circuit layouts for both a general
purpose fermionic quantum computation and problem-
specific ones, like the Hubbard model simulator, remain
an obvious point for further research. Further, our imple-





FIG. 3. Circuits for magic state distillation of a non-Clifford fermionic gate, following the scheme of Ref. [35]. (a) A noisy ρT state is
prepared with a single nontopologically protected gate. (b) 5 such-prepared states are distilled to give a single state with higher fidelity.
(c) Two jTi states are consumed to perform a non-Clifford rotation of Φ ¼ ðπ=12Þ on a single fermion, restoring universal quantum
computation. This requires that the first measurement returns a value of m ¼ 1, otherwise a new pair of jTi states must be used. (d) To
perform the state distillation protocol, we split the multiqubit conditional gates into two-qubit controlled gates, and then into conditional-
Z gates on the underlying fermions by braiding. (e) Controlled Z gate: it may be performed by a circuit requiring braiding and correlated
readout with a four-Majorana ancilla.
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the original scheme, and it should be possible to find a
smaller circuit operating only on fermions, for example,
using the minimal fermionic error correcting circuit of
Ref. [38]. A final open direction of further research is
combining our circuits with quantum error correction
[12,38], which would enable fault-tolerant fermionic quan-
tum computation.
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